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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

177.29 0.65% 27398.68 21712.53 17.24%
20.19 0.68% 3017.80 2346.58 19.88%
47.27 0.58% 8264.78 6190.17 24.36%
53.80 0.33% 16672.71 13776.88 15.71%
33.22 1.04% 3245.64 2673.54 16.83%
41.93 0.56% 7790.17 6536.53 12.32%
201.34 1.64% 12886.83 10279.20 18.06%
51.14 0.92% 5638.66 4555.99 18.76%
204.09 0.95% 24448.07 18948.58 8.02%
95.22 0.34% 30280.12 24540.63 10.14%
12.97 0.45% 3288.45 2440.91 16.28%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$47.89 $4.04 9.21%
$20.21 $0.98 5.10%
$45.32 $1.58 3.61%
$65.31 $2.27 3.60%
$54.97 $1.88 3.54%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$21.51 -$2.29 -9.62%
$5.93 -$0.25 -4.05%
$3.93 -$0.16 -3.91%
$2.01 -$0.08 -3.83%
$0.78 -$0.03 -3.70%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 138.19 0.75 0.55% 0.22%
MATERIALS 261.26 -0.29 -0.11% 18.90%
UTILITIES 265.79 0.40 0.15% 21.11%
FINANCIALS 305.16 1.54 0.51% 13.08%
INDUSTRIALS 277.55 0.16 0.06% 20.98%
HEALTH CARE 105.48 1.11 1.06% 22.62%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 207.58 3.61 1.77% 17.23%
CONS. STAPLES 615.69 6.10 1.00% 10.74%
INFO TECH. 110.34 -0.22 -0.20% 49.92%
COMMUNICATION SVCS 176.95 0.65 0.37% 6.25%
REAL ESTATE 340.77 3.30 0.98% 15.52%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 1.45% 1.40% 1.49% 1.74%
U.S. (YLD%) 1.84% 1.82% 2.07% 2.61%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $56.87 $0.650 1.16% 25.24%
NATURAL GAS $2.29 -$0.018 -0.78% -21.97%
GOLD $1,421.30 -$4.000 -0.28% 11.19%
COPPER $2.70 -$0.019 -0.70% 2.57%
CAD / USD $0.7606 -$0.0015 -0.20% 3.74%
CAD / EUR €0.6823 €0.0026 0.38% 6.74%
USD / EUR €0.8970 €0.0051 0.57% 2.90%
USD / JPY ¥108.22 ¥0.36 0.33% -1.22%
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Market Review

Earnings Boost Markets
Stocks gained boosted by upbeat earnings and forecasts while investors
optimistic that the U.S. and China are moving closer to a trade agreement
while a two-year debt ceiling and budget deal between President Donald
Trump and Congress buoyed sentiment. Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer and senior officials are set to travel to China next Monday for the
first high-level, face-to-face trade negotiations between the world’s two
biggest economies since talks broke down in May. The U.S. corporate
earnings season is off to a strong start, with nearly 80% of the 104 S&P 500
companies topping earnings expectations in the second quarter. Elsewhere,
oil stabilized after climbing 1.7% in two days as tensions in the Persian Gulf
tapered and a tepid demand outlook kept gains at bay. The British pound
stayed lower after Boris Johnson was officially named by the Conservative
Party as Prime Minister Theresa May’s replacement. The dollar rose for a
fourth day and Treasury yields were little changed.

The International Monetary Fund on Tuesday lowered its forecast for global
growth this year and next, warning that more U.S.-China tariffs, auto tariffs
or a disorderly Brexit could further slow growth, weaken investment and
disrupt supply chains. The IMF said downside risks had intensified and it now
expected global economic growth of 3.2% in 2019 and 3.5% in 2020, a drop of
0.1 percentage point for both years from its April forecast, and its fourth
downgrade since October. The global lender said economic data released so
far this year and generally softening inflation pointed to weaker-than-
expected global activity, with trade and technology tensions and mounting
disinflationary pressures posing future risks.

In corporate news, Rogers Communications reported a nearly 10% rise in
quarterly profit, as the company benefited from growth in its wireless and
cable segments. Revenue from its wireless business rose 1% to C$2.24 billion
in the second quarter, while revenue from the cable business increased about
1% to C$997 million. Coca-Cola beat second-quarter earnings expectations
and raised its organic revenue forecast for the full year thanks to higher sales
of its zero-sugar sodas, soft drinks with new flavors and ready-to-drink
coffees. The world's biggest beverage makers, Coca-Cola and rival PepsiCo,
have been responding to changing consumer tastes by moving beyond
traditional sodas and offering drinks that are lower in sugar or come in new
flavors and in ready-to go packages. Biogen posted a 72% rise in quarterly
profit and lifted its 2019 earnings forecast, boosted by higher sales of its top-
selling multiple sclerosis therapy Tecfidera. Centene Corp reported a 65%
jump in quarterly profit and raised its 2019 earnings forecast, as it benefited
from sales of its health plans for low-income people.


